
B E S P O K E
B I K E  F I T
A bespoke service for road bike users aimed at all levels of 
cyclist from recreational to elite is now available with Sam Eeles 
at BWT Physio. 

If you have any aches or pains while riding or want to
improve your performance and comfort in your next
cycling event, then a physio-lead Bike Fit could
play a significant role in your training
and preparation.

“There are two things in the
relationship – there is the rider
and the bike itself.  For best
performance and comfort it is
the relationship between the two
that has to be right’’

Not only can a bespoke Bike Fit
improve both performance and comfort,
but most importantly can prevent and assist recovery
from cycling-related injuries.

Working with Sam will ensure that your bike is set up in an optimal
position because you may not, as a rider, have the strength or
flexibility to ride in a prescribed position. Neck, back and knee
pain are common in riders so setting your bike to minimise
repeated stresses through the same parts of your anatomy
is important. 

After the human part of the relationship has been assessed
it is onto the bike.  This stage is to see how the person and
their measurements look on their bike. Using a turbo and
video you are filmed from the front and side to look for any
potential problems.

Sam has over 20 years’ experience as a Chartered
Physiotherapist specialising in musculo-skeletal
injury and has built up a close working relationship
with local cycling shops. 

By identifying areas of concern with your
bike set up and your body mechanics, 
Sam will work with you to find your
ultimate solution.

Please call to discuss your Bike Fit
call 01202749514

S E R V I C E

Cyclists see considerably 
more of this beautiful 
world than any other 
class of citizens. A good 
bicycle, well applied, will 
cure most ills this
flesh is heir to.
Dr K.K. Doty
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